
Dear Supporters and Friends,

Thank you to all those who have
generously donated to the CMN
since the donations page opened
last week.

If you haven't donated yet, please
consider doing so. Your donation
will help cover costs and enable
us to improve the delivery of our
message.

NZ Covid Symposium
Saturday February 13th

Our New Zealand cousins have a
'CMN-like group' called Covid-Plan B.
They are holding their second online

View in browser

2021 Newsletter #6

Last weekend we interviewed Dr Simone Gold, one of the leaders of America's
Frontline Doctors group.  Watch and listen to her amazing story in the latest
instalment of the CMN Webinar series. 

We've also done some more media. Mr Ben Bornstein spoke to Mike Ryan about
the current status of early treatments of Covid illness. Ben is an engineer with a
special interest in statistics and data collection. Ben is a leading member of
CMN and has been assisting world experts with their data analysis of their
experience in treating Covid illness. 

 We have also been responding to questions from various media
organisations in relation to the brouhaha regarding Mr Craig Kelly MP and
Professor Robert Clancy. Journalist  Anthony Piovesan ran a piece in the Herald
Sun. Margaret Simons of the Guardian is also in the process of writing a very
positive piece about the activities of CMN....or maybe not! For clarity and
context we will post our emailed responses to her questions and queries on the
CMN website and in our next newsletter. We are all greatly looking forward to
reading it. 

Regards,

The CMN Communications Team

1. NZ Covid Group Symposium

https://www.covidmedicalnetwork.com/cmn-donations.html
https://www.covidmedicalnetwork.com/
https://www.covidplanb.co.nz/
http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f793062316531
https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/webinars/overview.aspx
https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/webinars/ben-bornstein-on-early-covid-treatments.aspx
https://www.covidmedicalnetwork.com/Melbourne-doctors-urge-officials-to-consider-hydroxychloroquine-8221.pdf
https://www.covidplanb.co.nz/


symposium this Saturday. The line up
of experts is extraordinary, including
authors of the Great Barrington
Declaration, Professor Sunetra Gupta
and Professor Jay Bhattacharya. 

Dr Simone Gold and the story
of America's Frontline Doctors

Dr Simone Gold is both a lawyer and a
medical doctor. She was one of the
founding members of America's
Frontline Doctors. The full interview
can be viewed here. 

The highlights package: Background
9min, HCQ dosage 2min, The Evidence
5min, 'Lancet gate'  5 min.

Prof Robert Clancy AM:
Evidence says HCQ and
Ivermectin Safe and Effective

Australia's most eminent and
renowned immunologist, Professor
Robert Clancy, says the evidence is
now overwhelmingly in favour of early
combination antiviral therapies with
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin as
being safe and effective.

Also 'our own' Prof Ramesh Thakur of ANU. (See his article below).

Program here. 

Tickets here. Only $15. 

Apologies for the late Notice. 

2. Dr Simone Gold CMN Interview

The group is well known as a result of the unprecedented censorship they received
following a summit they organised in Washington DC to discuss the realities of Covid
illness as experienced by real clinicians in the field. Their advocacy for early
treatments has also raised the ire of health authorities... and around the world. It is still
unclear why....

Don't just listen to the regular media versions of Simone's story and the USFL doctors.

Hear Simone's story for yourself. 

3. Early Treatments of Covid
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MASKERADE

Australian National
University's Professor Ramesh Thakur
has written an excellent summary
about the current status of masks.
The real evidence and the real
hypocrisy. 

Read it here. 

Are Face Masks Effective? The
Evidence

Another detailed and comprehensive
survey of the available information
and evidence on masks by Swiss Policy
Research. 

Access it here. 

Dr Sam Bailey: What's
Behind the PCR Curtain?
Dr Sam Bailey is a young and very
brave New Zealand doctor and TV
presenter. On her Youtube channel
she presents many interesting and
challenging topics. This episode is about
the background to PCR testing for SARS-
CoV-2 as a diagnosis of Covid-19 illness. 

Watch it here.

Read his Quadrant article. 

Listen to him on ABC radio. 

Listen to him on Perth Radio 6PR.

(The 6PR headline is not reflective of the content... not a surprise!)

4. Masks: Harmful and Ineffective

5. Covid-19 PCR Tests

6. CMN's Favourite Covid Memes
Disclaimer: In case of (wilful?) misunderstanding  due to the growing affliction
of 'humour-deficiency syndrome', the following memes are intended to be humorous,
that is, funny, and should not be taken seriously as medical information or facts. 

The humouring of our lawyers and PR advisors has now been somewhat achieved.
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